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Feature

Archaeological features taken from aerial photos can be further enhanced

and the result represented in uarious ways using special softT,t)are tools. lust
a few of the many possibilities are demonstrated here, by application of the

professional tool for analysis and aisualisittion: IDL / ENyl.

By Dipl.-lng. Eckhard Heller: System/application Manager; Stadtwerke Bochum GmbH

Overloying, Anolysis qnd Visuolisotion of Heterogeneous Doto

Mopping Archoeologicol Feotures

Eigute L, Example of terrain aisualisations: upper-Ieft: a wire-frame; upper-right: profiles, belo'w: t'wo
shadowed models, the left representation has a higher surface detail and relief energy than the right one

IDL stands for 'Interactive Data
Language'. This tool enables the
processing of geo data from the
mathematical analysis of data to
graphical visualisation. Custom-
ised solutions can be generated
with the GUl-toolkit. An array-
oriented 4GL-programming-lan-
guage forms the base for IDL. Pro-
cessing sequences can be com-
posed in addition to specific
graphical user interfaces. World-
wide users come from disciplines
such as astrophysics, remote sens-
ing, climate-research, medicine,
oceanography and other geo-sci-
entific disciplines. The input may
be multiple data types (2-D/3-D),

vector- and raster-images or irreg-
ularly distributed mass-data-
points. Processing-functions are
mainly related to mathemati-
callstatistical analysis. The IDL-
language has very short com-
mands and is therefore very
powerful in use.
ENVI is a powerful image-pro-
cessing tool with many functions.
The output offers 2-D-plotting and
3-D-surf ace-plotting, beginning
with transparent wire-frame-mod-
els and ending with coloured
shadow-rendered-views. Anima-
tions merge static representations
to form dynamic compositions. All
this is not restricted to specific

platforms; it is open to all operat-
ing-systems. IDLlENVI is used
with success/ among other practi-
cal applications, in scientific insti-
tutions.

Single Represenlotions

To illustrate the graphic possibil-
ities, the following illustration is
given. The ground/moisture fea-
ture of the Lüningsburg (Lower-
Saxony) shows bright and dry re-
gions. These may be visualised as
positive heights. Darker parts with
humid components (filled ancient
ditdres) are represented as negative
heights. Figure 1 shows examples
using an imagery in TlFF-format.
Of course, other data types can be
handled by the soffware.
With other axis-markings, height-
scaling and colour-tables, these
representations can be altered. The
views can also be rotated arbitar-
ily through interactive mouse han-
dling by click-and-drag (IN-
srGHT).

Combinotion of Heterogeneous
Dots

The combination of several data
sources is illustrated with a DTM
and geophysical measurements
(Figure 2). The upper-left part of
Figure 2 shows a DTM with low
profile information concerning an
ancient archaeological site. The
upper-right part of Figure 2 shows
geophysical raster-/profile meas-
urements. These two data-layers
separately offer a certain informa-
tion value. However, the integra-
tion opens a completely new view,
shown with a grey-scale colour ta-
ble (bottom-left) and natural
colours (bottom-right).

Olher Feotures

With the 'fly-through'feature, one
can fly through all the canyons
and ditches of the texture-overlaid
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Feoture

X-ray screening of the subterrane-
an ground, where, for example,
old brickwork contrasts geo-mag-
netically as a disturbing body in its
environment. We recognise this
principle of 3-D visualisation from
impressive spat ia l  v iews in com-
puter-tomography.o
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Figure 2, Contbinntion of n DTM nttd textw'e

terrain-topography, in order to
study details. For various depth
measurements taken at the same
(x,y) location, IDL offers the abil-
ity to analyse the 3-D volume-
sphere. The set of irregularly dis-

tributed discreet points can be
transformed into continuous sur-
faces by spatial interpolation-algo-
rithms. Analysis may be carried
out on sub-volumes and cross-sec-
tions. The result will resemble an
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